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ABSTRACT
Circumstances may emerge which might be colossally basic on their own realities, and an
open-door is should have been given to show under the watchful eye of an official courtroom,
such a criticalness. Criticalness can't be biased on the grounds of emotional comprehension of
the equivalent, in light of the fact that the trial of criticalness might be distinctive for every
individual given their circumstance.
Because of current emergency of COVID-19, the privileges of prosecutors, who are subject to
legitimate experts and legal advisors to communicate their view points in the courts, are being
put aside in entirety. There can't be a ceaseless close down of courts, keeping in view the ongoing defeat in each calling, especially the lawful calling during COVID - 19 pandemic. In
spite of the present troublesome circumstance, the general public can't get rid of a Justice
conveyance system. The current emergency should be shaped in a manner to our advantage to
offer a Justice conveyance instrument which may work successfully and proficiently in such
difficult times.

INTRODUCTION
The activities of Justice frameworks over the globe are confronting remarkable results because
of the COVID - 19 pandemic. Courts are closing, or modifying their errands, which can
oppositely influence the plan of helpful and reasonable hearings, add to extended case
developments, and lead to extended length of lawful and managerial systems. Specific bunches
of society, for example, ladies, adolescents, undocumented homeless people, outsiders, and
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asylum searchers are in danger and seriously upset by such changes. Pretrial criminals or
convicts qualified for early delivery are additionally enduring supported control due to
consigned tasks of the courtrooms. Without an employable legal oversight, individuals secured,
while crisis measures are sanctioned to assume responsibility for the infection, may not be
delivered under the watchful eye of an adjudicator convenient.
Accurately affirmed by United Nations Development Program, “as states order crisis
guidelines to counter the spread of COVID-19, legal oversight of the usage of crisis measures
is basic to keep away from the over the top utilization of crisis powers. The financial effect of
the emergency will likewise have critical Justice related ramifications as disparities are
exacerbated. Explicit endeavors will be needed to improve admittance to lawful
administrations and lawful data to engage individuals and networks to determine their debates,
look for change for rights infringement, or counter separation on a scope of issues counting
lodging, business, lawful/residency status, admittance to medical advantages or other social
security mechanisms.”1

INNOVATION IN INDIAN JUDICIARY
Since 1990, Indian Judicial structure has been progressing with tries at computerization being
begun by the "Public Informatics Center”. In spite of the fact that the past undertakings were
constrained to the higher lawful chief, the "e-Courts mission mode adventure", a starting
advancement inside the purpose of development and the Indian lawful system, aspiringly
centered around this mix over all locale courts in India. The wellspring of the e-Courts
adventure can be recovered to 2005 when the Hon'ble Supreme Court sketched out an "ECommittee for Monitoring the Use of Technology and Administrative Reforms in the Indian
Judiciary". The "E-Committee" delineated the "Public Policy and Action Plan for
Implementation of Data and Communication Technology in the Indian Judiciary" which
depicted the structure for engrossing ICT in District Courts in India.
This thought turned into the establishment for the “e-Courts venture”, which proposed the
appropriation of innovation in different stages. At its center, the “e-Courts” venture focused

““Ensuring Access to Justice in the context of COVID-19”, United Nations Development Programme (July 2nd,
2020,6:10PM),
https://www.undp.org/content/un.dp/home/librarypage/democraticgovernance/access_to_justiceandroleflaw/Ens
ur ing-access-to-justice-in-the-context-of-covid19-.html.”
1
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for giving savvy and time-bound Justice conveyance, and increasing legal productivity.2 The
principle commitments of the “e- Courts venture” include “provisioning of innovative
foundation for ICT enablement of District Courts”, counting the accompanying:
(i)

“equipment,

(ii)

Local Area Network (LAN),

(iii)

web availability and

(iv)

normalization of programming to be utilized over these courts.”

The task has advanced throughout the years in its boundaries, points and its money related
angle. It has certainly allowed the Indian Judiciary to make considerable benefits in directing
of:
•

“court-wise case pendency,

•

streamlining routine operational exercises and

•

giving a computerized framework to online help conveyance.”

The “e-Courts” venture brought forth the foundation of innovative framework for the “Area
what's more, Taluka Courts of India” and has achieved a change the example of prosecution in
India in numerous ways. Head among them is the “e-Courts site” which includes various
disputant driven administrations like:
•

“discovering the case status,

•

electronic reason records,

•

and simple admittance to every day arranges in PDF designs.”

From an information gathering point of view, ostensibly the “e-Courts project's” most
noteworthy achievement has been the production of the “Public Judicial Data Grid”.

RULES FOR FUNCTIONING OF COURTS ISSUED BY SUPREME
COURT OF INDIA:
The COVID-19 flare-up in India, has constrained the moment reception of measures to
guarantee "social separating" to deflect the dissemination of the infection. The Hon'ble

““National Policy and Action Plan for Implementation of Information and Communication Technology in the
Indian Judiciary (2005)”, E-Committee, Supreme Court of India (July 2nd, 2020, 11:20 PM),
https://main.sci.gov.in/pdf/ecommittee/action-plan-e-court.pdf.”
2
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Supreme Court of India and High Courts have executed measures to lessen the actual presence
of:
•

"legal advisors,

•

prosecutors,

•

court staff,

•

para legitimate staff and

•

delegates of the electronic and print media"

in courts the country over and to defend the consistent allotment of Justice.
To protect the "Rule of Law" in the vote-based system imagined by the Constitution of India,
admittance to Justice is essential. The difficulties prompted by COVID-19 should be managed
while saving the sacred commitment to justifying the conveyance of and admittance to Justice
to the individuals who look for the equivalent.
"Confronted with the remarkable and exceptional flare-up of a pandemic, it is essential that
Courts at all levels react to the call of social separating and guarantee that court premises don't
add to the spread of infection. This doesn't involve carefulness yet of duty."3
Consequently, in exercise of the forces gave upon the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India vide
Article 142 of the Constitution of India to "make such requests as are vital for doing finish
Justice", the SC coordinated that 4
1. “All estimates that have been and will be taken by this Court and by the High Courts, to
lessen the requirement for the actual presence of all partners inside court premises and
to make sure about the working of courts in consonance with social removing rules and
best general wellbeing rehearses will be regarded to be legal;
2. The Supreme Court of India and all High Courts are approved to receive measures
needed to guarantee the vigorous working of the legal framework using video
conferencing advancements; and

“In Re: Guidelines for Court Functioning through Video Conferencing during COVID-19 Pandemic (Suo Moto
Writ (C) no.5/2020)”, https://main.sci.gov.in/supremecourt/2020/10853/1085_2020_0_1_21588_Judgement_06Apr-2020.pdf.”
4
““In Re: Guidelines for Court Functioning Through Video Conferencing During COVID-19 Pandemic (Suo
Moto
Writ
(C)
no.5/2020)”,
https://main.sci.gov.in/supremecourt/2020/10853/1085_2020_0_1_21588_Judgement_06-Apr-2020.pdf.”
3
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3. Predictable with the characteristics of the legal framework in each state and the
progressively creating general wellbeing circumstance, each High Court is approved to
decide the modalities which are reasonable to the impermanent progress to the utilization
of video conferencing advances;”
4. “The concerned courts will keep up a helpline to guarantee that any objection as to the
quality or discernibility of feed will be imparted during the procedure or following its
decision bombing which no complaint with respect to it will be engaged from that point.
5. The District Courts in each State will embrace the method of Video Conferencing
recommended by the concerned High Court.
6. The Court will appropriately tell and make accessible the offices for video conferencing
for such disputants who don't have the methods or admittance to video conferencing
offices. In the event that important, in fitting cases courts may designate an amicuscuriae and make video conferencing offices accessible to such a backer.
7. Until suitable standards are outlined by the High Courts, video conferencing will be
essentially utilized for hearing contentions whether at the preliminary stage or at the reappraising stage. For no situation will confirm be recorded without the common assent
of both the gatherings by video conferencing. In the event that it is important to record
proof in a Court room the managing official will guarantee that fitting separation is kept
up between any two people in the Court.
8. The managing official will have the ability to limit section of people into the court or
the focuses from which the contentions are tended to by the promoters. No managing
official will forestall the passage of involved with the case except if such gathering is
experiencing any irresistible ailment.
In any case, where the quantity of disputants is numerous the directing official will have the
ability to confine the numbers. The directing official will in his carefulness defer the procedures
where it is preposterous to expect to limit the number.”

EFFECT OF COVID-19 ON THE JUSTICE DELIVERY MECHANISM
The slenderest idea of "admittance to Justice" alludes to "a person's conventional option to
dispute or guard".
The Preamble of the Constitution of India starts with "the grave determination to make sure
about to every one of its residents Justice, social monetary and political". Article 39A depicts
this by forcing an obligation on the State to guarantee that the activity of the general set of laws
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underwrites Justice based on equivalent chance. It is clear enough that admittance to Justice
can nor be closed down nor conceded until the pandemic is finished. This access is a need for
everybody to declare and secure their principal rights and freedoms.
Blockage inside Court grounds is a conventional element. Other than Judges and their court
staff, legal advisors, partners, representatives and defendants also swarm courts. In this climate,
the possibility of social separating is unworkable.
Citing Sidharth Luthra, a prominent Lawyer, "Since the time the closure of Courts from the
third week of March 2020, different High Courts and the Supreme Court have started to utilize
Video Conferencing office to hear cases, however the framework is as yet during the time spent
being tweaked. With just a couple seats working in most Constitutional Courts, and confining
themselves to hearing just what they think about dire issues, disputants are languishing. The
basic need of great importance is to guarantee that the VC foundation is overhauled, finetuned
and upgraded generously and quick, so every single Bench in all Constitutional Courts starts
working to original capacity and limit and all issues be heard."5
A few inquiries come up and starting at now stay unanswered:
•

"By what method will a prosecutor in prison, access legal advisors when prison visits
are halted and when remand appearances are through video conferencing?

•

How will he/she train legal advisors on system or on realities?

•

Will video conferencing in Courts keep up privacy to empower customer and legal
advisors to present in private?

•

Similarly, how can one secure the holiness of witness' declaration during VC proof?

•

By not having the denounced present actually, won't his/her entitlement to partake in
the lead of procedures be penetrated?

•

Doesn't this destruction the standard of open court?"

Coronavirus has diverted the crisis of between time alleviation from the Hon'ble High Courts
and the Apex Court. "With the virtual courts just working, around 80% of the everyday legal
outstanding burden has vanished. The Supreme Court is working at 15–20% of its solidarity
on the legal side with 4 to 10 appointed authorities directing out of present strength of 32

“Sidharth Luthra, “COVID-19: Has Access to Justice been Lost?”, Latest Laws (July 3rd, 2020, 1:10 AM),
https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/covid19-has-access-to-justice-lost-by-sidharth-luthra-senior-advocate-andadvocateketaki-goswami/.”
5
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adjudicators and the suit load is around 10% to 15% of the typical rundown of business on an
everyday basis."6
In occasions to come, the legal discussions should concoct and place practically speaking again
work design. Congestion would be decreased by confined passage in these discussions,
alongside cleanliness and sterilization of the premises turning into a need. Labor would be
supplanted by innovation and court the travel industry of barely any persistent disputants would
likewise must be managed. "In a country of 137 crore the lower courts have helpless framework
and the states need to address this issue."
S.A. Bobde, C.J.I stated, "The pandemic has compelled to reevaluate on the best way to work
and what is basic in legal cycle. Genuine danger came in March and I am glad that the Supreme
Court was one of the first foundations to report that it won't be open in a standard manner and
capacity in a confined way. This period has given a mandatory preparing to get ready for
another workplace. There is no thinking back. We should change the outlook with respect to
the manner in which we take a gander at Court procedures. We are revealing the module with
the recommendations of and for the Bar".7
Justice Bobde again said "the summit court was one of the primary establishments to react to
the emergency by limiting the typical working and it was resolved to guarantee that the court
doesn't turn into the place for proliferation of the Covid. We found that it was unrealistic to
keep up the security and ensure the lives of promoters and individuals from Registry in light
of the fact that each space be it documenting counters, bar rooms, duplicate rooms or flasks
were congregated by individuals. It was discovered totally important to work together to lessen
footfalls in the pinnacle court premises". Justice Bobde further said "innovation should be easy
to utilize and not reject residents anyplace and this arrangement of e-recording will make
admittance to Justice straightforward and comprehensive through modest system."
Talking on the event, Justice D.Y. Chandrachud said that Covid-19 has upset the day by day
lives of individuals and calls for lively and controlled institutional reactions. "In utilizing
innovation our witticism in the e-advisory group is straightforward: productivity,

“Merusagar Samantaray, “COVID Impact on the Legal System: What Should be the Way Forward?” Odisha
Bytes (July 3rd, 2020, 2:30 AM), https://odishabytes.com/covid19-impact-on-legal-system-what-should-be-theway-forward/.”
7
“PTI, “Coronavirus has Forced Courts to Rethink on How to Function: CJI”, Financial Express (July 3rd, 2020,
3:20 AM), https://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/coronavirus-supreme-court-functioning-cji-sa-bobdecovid19-justicechandrachud/1960592/.”
6
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straightforwardness and admittance to each client of Justice administrations. We are
additionally aware of the way that few out of every odd legal advisor has the entrance of the
innovation. Henceforth our answer must factor this to guarantee that we keep on being a
comprehensive organization and connect with those don't have the admittance to innovation,
specifically the lesser individuals from the bar".
As set somewhere around Santosh Paul, a Senior Advocate in the Hon'ble Apex Court. There
are a few viewpoints to the issue in these difficult times8:
1. "Demolition of Rule of Law: Access to value is a critical and determinative factor
before any of the choices are considered. People may misguidedly be under
confinement justifying bail, some will require affirmation from removal/dispossession
of their properties, aggravated exercises of the boss and the wings of government should
be restricted which impacts their advantages of life and moreover their privilege to
property and other essential rights, security from abstract exercises of the
instrumentality is of the state, people searching for protection from land mafia and other
single segments, adolescents searching for upkeep in wedding courts, women and
posterity of outside characters to take off to their home in this hour of crisis."
2. "Strengthening Backlog: Closing down courts will intensify the issue by various folds
the overabundance of cases. It would in like manner be a veritable infringement of the
advantage of the get-togethers to a set up guaranteed sensible and quick primer."
3. "Closure will act normally Serving: It is huge that social eliminating mentioned by the
scientists and experts should be followed. Regardless, the fear of the pandemic to
absolutely shut down the courts and in this manner deny induction to value is a move
which must be viewed as the advantage rehearsed by an entitled assembling. People are
checking the clinical administrations environments, centers, major organizations like
force, water, cleansing, transportation of food and materials into the zones of human
home the country over, policing" "likewise the Armed Forces. To ensure absolute
protection for ourselves to the detriment of millions of investigators would be seen
constantly as self-serving."

THINGS THAT CAN BE DONE

“Santosh Paul, “Courts in the age of the coronavirus: Why courts can’t shut down”, The Economic Times (July
3rd,
2020,
10:50
AM),
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/courts-commerce-and-theconstitution/courts-in-the-age-ofcoronavirus-why-courts-cant-shut-down/.”
8
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"E-Filing with Written Submissions": Often a trade of oral contentions is fundamental
is for confirmation purposes. In the experience of legal counselors on record and
documenting advocates, there can't be a more terrible bad dream in the current
framework than that of E-recording. This cycle frequently gobbles up long periods of
work. This makes the whole course of action disadvantageous and the necessary social
removing gets pointless. Thus, the arrangement of paper documenting requirements to
carry on until an easy to understand e-filings technique is presented.

•

"Email Queries and Responses from Bench": Situations may emerge when the courts
require an answer on certain positive issues. In such occurrences, restricted oralhearing or even vulnerabilities can be messaged to the legal counselors and
additionally customers. What's more, the equivalent can be reacted to by means of
email.

•

"Video Conferences Replacing Arguments in Courts": Significance of oral contentions
can't be renounced. As most suitably put by Justice William Rehnquist, "Oral
contentions offers a direct trade among court and Counsel… Probably the main
impetus for creating further idea... Judges of the United States Supreme Court have
collectively concurred that compelling oral backing is one of the most useful assets of
the callings". Without a doubt a similar will, be limited to the metropolitan zones where
there is the necessary framework for this procedure.

•

"Halfway Heard Matters Disrupted by Roster Changes": There are various
incompletely heard matters which get upset in the courts essentially as a result of the
dreary varieties in the list. A ton of these issues are near the very edge of fulfillment
when the seats change. In the current circumstance where time is of the embodiment,
program vacillations ought not influence somewhat heard issues. This additionally
involves the shocking and entirely excess congestion of the courts by and by similar
sets of supporters and disputants.

•

"Composed Arguments where Technological Innovations are Impossible to Operate":
there are various courts in various pieces of the country which are not expediated with
adequate web availability or the essential correspondences offices. There exist
difficulties for the legitimate organization, a large number of which may not be pally
with the current-day innovative headways. The change might be slow in certain pieces
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of the country than others. Composed contentions can fill in as substitute mechanical
innovations till they become successfully implementable.9

THE REFORMATION OF LEGAL CULTURE
The hazard is torpidity of settled in partners for example Bar Associations, law office value
accomplices, tenured graduate school workforce, general advice, controllers, and the legal
framework. Their balance is dug in legitimate culture, outdated, auxiliary, self-guideline,
financial, and conveyance ideal models and hubris. The lawful calling which up to this point
has been equivalent with the business, has been absorbed to regard point of reference, sidestep
committing errors, and adjust to an internal looking, steady, ordinary, hazard opposed, culture
that embraces the legend of its transcendence.
Law has countered the previous disasters with unmistakable alert, perseverance to material
change, and an expectation of re-visitation of the norm. Those financial downturns created
momentary industry belt synching and shallow change. They didn't reveal the business'
foundational Achilles' heel or trigger quick usage of new working models. Coronavirus is
unique. It has projected an unforgiving light on the old equity regulation component. In
scarcely any time, graduate schools have gone to internet learning, minor imperfections in the
organization model law offices have changed over to disparities. Coronavirus has activated the
capability of underdeveloped apparatuses and substitute work designs long shunned by the
lawful institution.10
The depictions of the post-Covid industry are yet to be formed, however a predicament emerges
that Covid-19's inheritance will endure its fix. To rummage from "T.S. Eliot's The Journey of
the Magi", the legitimate establishment is "no longer quiet here, in the old regulation – it has
seen the introduction of better approaches for getting things done and the demise of the old
request. The iron hold law's dug in partners have since quite a while ago held on the business
has been delivered." The inquiry emerges what fundamentals of "old law" and lawful ethos are
digging in for the long haul, not whether things will return to the pre-Covid order.

“Santosh Paul, “Courts in the age of the coronavirus: Why courts can’t shut down”, The Economic Times (July
3rd,
2020,
10:50
AM),
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/courts-commerce-and-theconstitution/courts-in-the-age-ofcoronavirus-why-courts-cant-shut-down/.”
10
“Mark A. Cohen, “COVID-19 and The Reformation of Legal Culture”, Forbes (July 3rd, 2020, 4:10 PM),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/markcohen1/2020/04/14/covid-19-and-the-reformation-oflegalculture/#21cca59c171d.”
9
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In Mark A. Cohen's view, distributed in Forbes-"Mechanization will wipe out numerous
positions once performed by lawyers, supplanting them with new ones requiring new ranges
of abilities, mentalities, readiness. The business will quicken its progressive change to a
multidisciplinary, coordinated, stage driven, promoted, information based, critical thinking,
client driven commercial center. A modest bunch of tip top suppliers have made that progress
at scale and can anticipate dangerous development from clients needing safe hands, histories,
capital, and foundation needed to convey information supported answers for complex business
challenges that incorporate lawful danger. The pandemic will turbocharge industry change a
lot lawful culture with or on the other hand without foundation support."

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
The technique begins with the purchaser standpoint. The business will be less self-assimilated
and much more purchaser driven. Schools of Law won't be the sole specialists of good
understudies, the commercial center will be. Lawful shoppers, not law offices, will control the
division of work. Stages will offer purchasers and dealers with quick, information drove, safe
admittance to assets across different circles. The disparities between various classes of lawful
experts will turn out to be progressively mutilated, if not negligible. "Law's lose-lose attitude,
a fantasy from the beginning, will respect an everybody wins ethos." This will require a social
restart that will rise up out of lawful buyers that guarantee it. The Law Schools must update
themselves to get ready law graduates for the by and large changed legitimate profession.11
When we re-visitation of the "new typical", it is obvious that the current courses won't have
any significant bearing. A public work as urgent as settling can't be subject to outsider
programming. The “Public Informatics Center” should deliver a stage that contains highlights,
for example, videoconferencing and e-recording. To be clear, framing a cutting-edge equity
administration system will not be without its snags. Despite the fact that “data and
correspondences innovation” is turning out to be dominating, numerous individuals may in any
case alright with the new innovation. During the change, it will be basic to assess the current
systems to kill severances, with the goal that awkward cycles on paper are not duplicated in

“Mark A. Cohen, “COVID-19 and The Reformation of Legal Culture”, Forbes (July 3rd, 2020, 4:10 PM),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/markcohen1/2020/04/14/covid-19-and-the-reformation-oflegalculture/#21cca59c171d.”
11
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computerized structure. Similarly, significantly, for the extreme change to be a achievement,
we will require these three things12:
1. “An away from of the core values and vision of the stage to more readily accomplish a
quality equity framework that can be future-evidence against new advances.
2. A fitting procedure with respect to the usage of the stage's subtleties.
3. A reasonable legitimate structure that will offer authorization to the actualizing office
to lead the coordination of changes yet additionally secure the interests of disputants.”
The route forward, would likewise order utilization of the following13:
1. “Redesign of the whole lawful biological system to prepare the legal executive and
legitimate clique, especially at the area courts with the information on taking care of
innovation and utilization of visual stages for recording cases, contentions,
confirmation of archives, introducing confirmations and so on It might likewise expect
alterations to the Evidence Act, acknowledgment of e-confirmation, virtual
endorsements and so on This additionally calls for intense changes in the Indian
Criminal and Civil Procedures Acts.”
2. “The authoritative supporting of the courts' modernization should start strongly and
right away.”
3. “Critically, in the whole chain of occasions, the disputant everyday person should be a
functioning member and he should have the option to see court procedures through
virtual media, get implication of the consultation well as expected, every day decisions
not being available in the court.”
4. “The computerized stages ought not be liable to hacking, digital dangers and control by
personal stakes. There should be solid network protection frameworks set up.”
5. “Utilization of innovation is certifiably not an easy picking. Significant work must be
done in incorporating what's more, connecting frameworks, information, orchestrating
systems, making advanced structures that are client friendly.”14

“Madhav Chandavarkar, “The Coronavirus Pandemic is an Unfortunate Opportunity for India’s Judicial System
to Modernize”, Scroll (July 3rd, 2020, 6:10 PM), https://scroll.in/article/958271/the-coronavirus-pandemic-is-anunfortunateopportunity-for-indias-judicial-system-to-modernise.”
13
“CD Staff, “Judiciary in Times of COVID-19 Outbreak”, Civils Daily (July 3rd, 2020, 6:40 PM),
https://www.civilsdaily.com/burning-issue-judiciary-in-times-of-covid-19-outbreak/.”
14
“Dr. Lalit Bhasin, “Covid-19 and its Impact on the Legal System”, Legalera (July 3rd, 2020, 7:10 PM),
https://www.legaleraonline.com/articles/covid-19-and-its-impact-on-the-legal-system.”
12
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The Judicial arrangement of India has just managed multi-faceted issues, for example,
corrupted foundation what's more, low habitancy of judges even pre-pandemic. As of now,
equity is in any case not promptly accessible to the oppressed. Also, the uninformed will be
clueless of their privileges, numerous regularly dread drawing closer the court. Coronavirus
has just enhanced the all-around existing issues and starting at now, turning towards innovation
is by all accounts the main way. The hon'ble Supreme Court taking into account shielding its
virtual courts framework said “there can't be dissimilar perspectives about the way that equity
can't be coddled. Equity conveyance, even at the entryway steps of the partners, requires the
partners of the environment to perseveringly release their job and obligations, recommended
and needed in the plan of things”.15
The pandemic has without a doubt done unrivaled disability to the whole world which is the
reason such circumstances call for difficult measures. Where ordinary methods have fizzled
and may appear to be outdated, one must retreat to contemporary strategies. Knowing about
cases over video-conferencing might be wasteful however is far superior than a total closure
on court proceedings.

“Shikhar Shukla, “Right to Access Justice Amidst COVID-19”, Legal Services India (July 3rd, 2020, 7:35 PM),
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-2351-right-to-access-to-justice-amidst-covid-19.html.”
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